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Good houseguests don’t get accused of murder…

Kate Sharp loves the perks of her location scout profession. When she fills in for a researcher at a Regency-themed 
English House party, she can’t wait to indulge in the posh atmosphere, tea on the lawn, and elegant candlelight dinners. 
When the guest next-door is murdered in a locked room, Kate becomes the prime suspect. 

As she turns her attention to the guests, the staff, and the owners, Kate must unlock the mystery and uncover the 
murderer before she’s arrested for a crime she didn’t commit. 

Death in a Stately Home is the third installment in the Murder on Location collection, a series of British cozy mysteries. If 
you love engaging characters, compelling British detective mysteries, the works of Jane Austen, and vivid locations that 
transport you to another place, then you’ll love Sara Rosett’s latest whodunnit. 

Buy Death in a Stately Home to escape into another Kate Sharp mystery today!

Death in a Stately Home
Sara Rosett

The Bridge
C L Walker

A father on a mission. A gamer with a past. A child transformed into a weapon. 

In the year 2035, London is the center of the glittering high-tech world. When Howard’s wayward son steals tech from the 
wrong people, his father will travel through the city’s abandoned, gang-infested boroughs to protect him. If Howard fails, a 
cyborg former soldier will put his son to death. 

Angel, a gamer cut off from the real world with his own ulterior motives, agrees to help Howard navigate the streets. 
Together, they’ll track down Howard’s son while avoiding the cyborg, old friends, and the vile prince of the Forty-Seven 
Kingdoms. 

In the middle of it all is Hil, a girl with a dark past. After a series of experiments, her mind is splintered and her brain is a 
weapon. She must piece her memories together in time to learn why she’s the target of her own band of pursuers. 

They’re on the run for different reasons, but trust may be the only asset they’ve got against overwhelming and deadly 
odds. 

The Bridge is the first book in the Isaac’s Story: London series. If you enjoy compulsive page turners with constant tension 
and engaging twists and turns, then you’ll love this fantastically unique futuristic technothriller. Pick up the first book C L 
Walker’s masterfully written series today! 
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A career-defining heist turns into a race against time! 

Jon is about to become one of the foremost experts in digital security. Contracted to test the defenses of the largest 
corporation in history, all he has to do is steal a bit of insignificant data. His success should be the pinnacle of his career. 
He never expected it to threaten his life. 

Shortly after Jon’s successful sanctioned hack, a man breaks into his office and mercilessly assaults his coworkers. 
Someone wants the data Jon stole, and he’s willing to kill to get it. 

When Jon goes on the run, he’s chased at every turn. The government, local gangs, foreign spies, and even London’s 
ubiquitous camera network are all turned against him. As he dashes through the city streets, the computer expert can 
easily calculate his chances of survival: they’re next to impossible.  

The Algorithm is the second book in the futuristic technothriller series Isaac’s Story: London. If you like suspense, 
futuristic technology, and a breakneck pace, then you’ll love this book. 

Buy The Algorithm to continue the thrilling futuristic series today!

The Algorithm
C L Walker

His new world glittered until the deadly power struggle threatened his existence. 

Kris lived a backwards life in a backwards town. With his fellow residents resistant to anything resembling technology, 
Kris takes off for a new start in forward-thinking London. He can’t believe his eyes as he seemingly steps directly into the 
future. 

When the beautiful benefactor Jennifer offers to sponsor his trek through the oddities and delights of his new city, Kris 
jumps at the opportunity. Before long, he’s surrounded by technological marvels and drawn into the world of the rich and 
powerful. Nobody back home would believe the miracles he’s seen. Too bad he may never return to tell them. 

Jennifer dies suddenly, and Kris finds himself in the middle of a conspiracy involving the world’s elite. Before long, the 
leader of London’s underworld and the richest man on Earth begin a deadly war for the future of the city. Kris may hold 
more cards than he thinks in a game that puts his life on the line. 

The City is the third book in the futuristic thriller series Isaac’s Story: London. If you like edge-of-your-seat action, 
technologically advanced sci-fi, and masterfully written characters, then you’ll love this book.  

Buy The City to continue the futuristic suspense series today!

The City
C L Walker
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One plan to ruin them all…

Gang leader Zero knows a good opportunity when he sees one. When he and his gang are offered a job to do a favor for 
a mob boss, they jump at it. All they have to do is pay off a rival for a place in the larger organization. 

But Zero has a plan. He thinks they can get what they want, make their new boss happy, and keep the cash in the 
process. It won’t take long to find out if his plan is idiotic, brilliant, or suicidal.  

The Deal is a novella in the Isaac’s Story: London saga, a futuristic sci-fi technothriller series. If you like a thrilling roller 
coaster of a read with a unique plot, then you’ll love this suspenseful page turner. 

Buy The Deal today to get lost in your new favorite technothriller series!

The Deal
C L Walker

A survivor, a girl trapped between worlds, and a tortured cyborg. Together they’ll fight a crumbling but powerful society or 
die trying…

As a soldier, Duncan was brutally tortured and dismembered. Becoming a cyborg saved his life, though the pain will never 
leave him. By day, he works high-end security to save enough money to join his estranged family. By night, he drinks with 
just as much fervor. When one drunken evening leads him into a conversation with a ghost stuck in London’s digitally 
augmented reality, he’ll end up butting heads with gangs and a new church that worships the genetically modified…

Kashmi has just gone from the frying pan and into the fire. After barely escaping an abusive relationship, she’s kidnapped 
by a desperate, wild-eyed woman. As Kashmi and the crazy woman bond, their paths cross with Duncan’s, becoming 
intertwined. 

As Duncan and Kashmi track down a singularity that contains all the answers, they’ll tap into a power that could change 
their lives. For good or for evil…

The Line is the latest installment in the Isaac’s Story: London saga, a series of sci-fi technothrillers. If you like fast-
paced fiction that makes you think while it gets your heart pounding, then you’ll love the latest series installment by sci-fi 
powerhouse C L Walker. 

Buy The Line to continue the roller coaster of a series today!

The Line
C L Walker
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History, mystery, and murder...

Moorish Spain, 1483. As the country prepares for more war, surgeon Thomas Berrington makes a reluctant journey to 
Qurtuba at his master’s request. What he thinks will be a simple operation and a return home to al-Andalus becomes 
something much more sinister.

A warped killer is murdering young women and creating twisted creatures from their bodies. When Queen Isabel tasks 
Thomas to hunt down the culprit, he has no choice but to plunge deep into an unfamiliar world of religious mania. 
Meanwhile, the eunuch Jorge tracks down the family he hasn’t seen in decades, only to learn his newfound niece has 
been chosen as the killer’s next victim. 

As Thomas and Jorge pursue a monster known only as The Bonebreaker, they must face their most dangerous challenge 
yet. Failure to catch the killer in time could rid Jorge of the only family he’s ever known. 

Breaker of Bones is the second book in the Thomas Berrington collection of historical thrillers. If you like believable 
characters, rich settings, and edge-of-your-seat suspense, then you’ll love David Penny’s breakneck thriller set in 
tumultuous fifteenth century Moorish Spain. 

Buy Breaker of Bones to continue the intriguing series today!

Breaker of Bones
David Penny

A killer who can’t be stopped. A request that can’t be refused.

Moorish Spain, 1482. Englishman and physician Thomas Berrington is an unwilling friend to the Sultan of Granada, the 
most powerful man in the kingdom. When bodies start to turn up in the palace, Thomas is asked to investigate. Each 
corpse shows the mark of a savage attack. 

Thomas is reluctant at first, but when one of the Sultan’s wives is brutally murdered, the physician must team up with 
the eunuch Jorge to find the killer before they become his next victims. As they investigate, they find that nothing is as 
it seems. Red Hill and its inhabitants have countless secrets. As Thomas lays them bare, his discoveries culminate in a 
battle not only for his own life, but for the lives of those he loves. 

The Red Hill is the first book in the Thomas Berrington saga, a series of historical thrillers. If you like breakneck pacing, 
medieval murder mysteries, and complex characters, than you’ll love David Penny’s political and cultural thriller set 
against the backdrop of fifteenth century Moorish Spain. 

Buy The Red Hill to solve the thrilling mystery today!

The Red Hill
David Penny
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One man’s breakdown could set a killer free…

Jessie Black’s successful prosecution of a serial murder and rapist put her on the path to stardom at the Philadelphia 
District Attorney’s Office. Public defender Jack Ackerman represented the opposition, and his spectacular public 
breakdown after the trial put him in a mental institution and gave Frank Ramsey a second chance at freedom. 

When Ramsey petitions the court for a new trial with a claim that Ackerman was ineffective, Black must step up to defend 
him. To keep a convicted killer off the streets, she’ll need to prove Ackerman’s sanity--a fact she’s far from sure of. As she 
prepares for trial, powerful forces conspire to put Ramsey back on the streets. 

Black has one chance to keep Ramsey behind bars, and it’ll be the toughest fight of her career. 

Burnout is the first book in a series of legal thriller featuring brilliant prosecutor Jessie Black. If you like intelligent legal 
thrillers, compelling lead characters, and unpredictable twists and turns, you’ll love Larry A. Winters’ potboiler. 

Buy Burnout to start the new legal thriller series today!

Burnout
Larry A. Winters

Marriage. Jealousy. Murder. 

Tatyana Romanenko was poor but resigned to her fate until her best friend Juliya convinced her to become a mail order 
bride. She dreams of diamonds and BMWs. 

What she gets is Stan Sutherland, a quaint SoCal town, and a double-wide. After she strays from her new husband with a 
local dog trainer, she learns Stan has been tracking her every move. 

Juliya suggests Tatyana poison Stan’s mother Helen to get the family’s millions. Instead, she flees, landing right in the lap 
of sexy rock star Tyler Priest. For the first time in her life, Tatyana knows what love is. 

Far from home and deeply in love, Tatyana fears Stan will discover her murderous thoughts and her love for Tyler. Unless 
Juliya takes matters into her own hands. Either way, this mail order bride’s life will never be the same…

Lethally Wedded is a psychological thriller featuring arranged marriages, rock and roll, and a vividly described Southern 
California setting. If you like sex, fast cars, and intrigue, you’ll love Jennifer Evans Kochalka’s suspense thriller. 

Buy Lethally Wedded today and get ready for an ending you won’t see coming!

Lethally Wedded
Jennifer Evans Kochalka


